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timed public pronouncements so uncompromising in tone as to
amount to abdication. On 8 May 1871 he wrote to a Legiti-
mist deputy a formal manifesto—the first of the series—which
ended with the declaration that £in my hands, and in my hands
alone, mercy is also justice. ... It is for France to speak and for
God to act'. In July the long-proposed Visit' of the Comtede
Paris, aimed at reconciling the two rival claimants, was can-
celled at the last moment by Chambord until he had 'ex-
plained his whole mind to France'. Four days later he issued
his second manifesto addressed to ethe people of France5, refus-
ing to accept the tricolour flag instead of the white Bourbon
flag, with the ominous if unhistorical vow that 'Henry V can-
not abandon the White Flag of Henry IV. It threw all Royal-
ists into despair. 'Never', wrote one, 'have I seen such complete
unanimity in despair.' 'It is no good hiding the fact', wrote an-
other, 'that it is a farewell to France.' 'Henceforth', chuckled
Thiers, 'people will denounce only one person as the founder
of the Republic in France—M. le Comte de Chambord. Pos-
terity will christen him the French Washington!'1
Yet a second movement for fusion took place between Janu-
ary and May 1872: this time concentrated in the ranks of the
parliamentary Monarchists themselves. In January appeared
ChambordJs third manifesto, rejecting any idea of his 'abdica-
tion', but also refusing ever to become 'the legitimist king of the
Revolution3. On 15 October the same year, he again forced an
open breach with the Due d'Aumale, now leading the Orlean-
ist party, and proclaimed his belief that the Republic would
bring certain disaster to France. Fusion became not only
practically impossible but obviously impossible: and the third
attempt at fusion, in 1873, was doomed from the start.
This third main attempt at fusion was led by the Catholic
forces, instigated primarily by Dupanloup, Bishop of Orleans,
and Pie, Bishop of Poitiers. In previous attempts the pretend-
ers themselves and the parliamentary Monarchists had each
failed in turn. Now the Church tried—with no more success. In
1 For texts of Chambord's first two manifestos see (a) Brabant:
op. cit., pp. 317-20; (b) ibid., pp. 339-40 (French text in Falloux:
op. cit., Vol. Ill, pp. 235-8).

